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SUMMARY. In calibration experiments, an estimated relationship between covariate information for a sam-
ple and an observed response is used to infer the covariate information for unknown samples from their
responses. In some situations, this covariate information comprises a nominal variable (e.g., identity of a
chemical, sex of an animal) and a real-valued variable (e.g., concentration of the chemical, age of animal). If
the calibrating relationship can be estimated separately for each candidate identity, the first step in analyzing
unknown samples is to correctly determine their identity. A discrimination statistic is suggested for use in
this situation and its asymptotic distribution is derived. The investigation is motivated by the possibility of
using multiple immunoassays in environmental monitoring to identify and quantitate contaminated samples
in situations where there are several candidate pollutants that cross-react significantly to single assays. An
example is given of the use of a four-antibody assay for the simultaneous monitoring of the levels in water
samples of several of the commonly used triazine herbicides and their derivatives.

model; Immunoassay; Multivariate calibration; Nonlinear regression.

1. Introduction
Suppose we have a multivariate bioassay system in which the
individual component assays are not specific for a particu-
lar target analyte but respond with varying sensitivities to a
number of different analytes. Such a situation can occur with
immunoassays when antibodies developed for one target an-
alyte cross-react significantly with other similar compounds.
For example, in the environmental monitoring of the levels of
s-triazine herbicides in water samples, it may be desirable to
use an array of nonspecific immunoassays to detect, identify,
and quantitate the members of this class of similar chemi-
cals simultaneously. A simple example is illustrated in Figure
1. showing the bivariate response from a two-antibody sys-
tem to varying concentrations of the herbicides ~trazine and
'terbutryn together with the response from an unknown sam-
ple. We wish to identify the chemical in the sample and esti-
mate its concentration. Intuitively one might use the distance
from the sample response to the response path specific to each
chemical, but the metric for this distance must be chosen to
incorporate what is known, or can be assumed, about the
uncertainty in the responses. In reality, the class of possible
analytes might be much larger. We have used the methods
described here to investigate, in collaboration with chemists

and toxicologists, the use of an array of four antibodies for
identifying eight s-triazines in water samples in concentra-
tions of 0.5-100 ppb (parts per billion). Because our analysis
extends to the possibility of simple mixtures of analytes, we
denote the concentration by the r x 1 vector x so that, if we
are looking for two-component mixtures, r = 2 and there are
28 possible identities.

We assume that the vector response of the assay system to
concentration x of analyte j can be modeled as

Yj=fj(8j,x)+f:, (1)

where Yj is a q x 1 response vector, fj is a function assumed.
known to within a fixed p x 1 parameter vector 8j, and f: is a
zero-mean error term. The dependence of f j on the analyte
identity j may be only through the parameter vector 8j, or
it may be more general. We shall assume that f: is normally
distributed with positive-definite covariance matrix E.

Given training data {(Yij, Xij) : i = 1,..., nj} for each
analyte identity j = 1,..., J, we can obtain consistent esti-
mates iJj of 8j and S of E provided that certain smoothness
and identifiability conditions are met. If we have an observed
response from a sample of known identity but unknown con-
centration, standard calibration theory may be used (Brown,
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~ an unknown q x q positive definite covariance matrix. We
assume further that the columns of X have been centered
(i.e., that each covariate is measured from its mean) so that
XTln = Op.

We denote the usual estimates of the model parameters by
a, B, and S (cf., Anderson, 1984, pp. 287-291). Now suppose
we have f replicates of an unknown with covariate values :1:0
and mean response YO. Brown (1982) showed that
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Figure 1. Response paths for atrazine and terbutryn as-
sayed with two antibodies. Yl and Y2 are the observed re-
sponses (an optical density) from each of the two assays on
two sets of standard concentrations and one unknown sample.

rt -p -q

Williams (1959) suggested that, with the conditional least
squares estimator xo replacing :1:0, the above result holds with
the numerator degrees of freedom in the F -distribution and
scaling factor replaced by q -p. His suggestion seems to be
based on the intuition that estimating the p parameters in
:1:0 will reduce the degrees of freedom by that amount. A
more careful intuition notes the complementary effect on the
denominator degrees of freedom, as in the derivation of the
multivariate T2 distribution (Anderson, 1984, pp. 161-162),
and suggests the denominator degrees of freedom to be n -
q. This is confirmed by the large-n asymptotic expansions
for R == [Yo -f{iJ,x)]TS-l[yo -f{iJ,x)] of FUjikoshi and
Nishi (1984) and Davis and Hayakawa (1987). Their results,
however, depend on :1:0, and they cannot justify replacing this
by xo since the variance of xo does not decrease as n increases.
We~WG~veBt thisdifficqlt.y by~t~~..lar~,..,
butthi~-;';e-t~Tylimiis £hepractical applicability of the result.
Instead, we follow Brown and Sundberg (1987) in using small-
sigma asymptotics so that our result applies for moderate
amounts of training data and any number of replicates of
unknowns, provided that the errors are reasonably small.

THEOREM!: Let E= m-1Eo, where Eo is a fixed positive
definite symmetric q x q matrix. Then, as m -+ 00, the statistic
R* defined by

{y - a'~"""'.'::'--~'-' ,
R* == ~_O --, ---c; -(3)

B T ) TS -l ( BT. Xo Yo -a -XO)

+ ...+ XTO (XT"Xj-lXO-n

where xo = (BS-IBT)-lBS-lyO has

R* ~ (n -p -1)1-=-E F~=P
n-q q (4)

and Fq-PIn-q
and(n -~

denotes the F -distribution function with (q -p)

1993; Oman, 1999). Suppose, however, that we have an ob-
served response Yo from a sample for which the identity j
and concentration Zo are both unknown. We discuss in this
article the problem of identifying the analyte by examining
the compatibility of Yo with estimated response curves Cj =

'. +r'-{JJ(8J,z).ZE1R },J-1,...,J.
If we 4efine the dist~~!ot~e point on C j at concentra-

~,- ?l":-l ~ ,~""~c, ".,",

tion z as Rj (3}}~fti6~""11(qj,~)J",S::-4yO -.J#i,z.)t,then
the conditional least squares estimator of :1:0, assuming ana-
lyte j, is the minimizer of this distance, XOj = argmin Rj (z).
The use of this minimum value Rj(xOj) as a diagnostic statis-
tic has been discussed in the literature for the case of linear
calibration (Brown and Sundberg, 1989; Martens and Naes,
1989), but the distributional results used do not allow for un-
certainty in the estimate iJ. We discuss in Section 2 the nor-
malization of this distance to allow for parameter uncertainty
in the linear case. Extension to nonlinear calibration curves
is considered in Section 3. In Section 4, we illustrate the use
of the minimum normalized distance Ri in the identification
of s-triazine herbicides by multiple immunoarray.

The approach we take is to report all possible identities j
for which Ri is probabilistically small. If a point estimate of
j were required, it would be natural to choose j so that Ri is
minimized. The concentration xO, conditional on the identity,
could also be given as a point or interval estimate. These and
other issues are discussed in Section 5.

Details of proofs and simulations are omitted. The inter-
ested reader is referred for these to Jones and Rocke (1997).

2. Linear Case
Suppose we have a linear multivariate calibration experiment
with training data (X, V), where the responses Y form an
n x q matrix, where each row is an independent observation of
a q-variate response and the rows of the n x p design matrix X
give the corresponding values of the p covariates. We assume
the multivariate linear model Y = InCt T + XB + E, where

Ctq x 1 is a vector of unknown constants, Bp x q is the matrix
of unknown slope parameters, and Enxq is an error matrix
whose rows are independently distributed as N(Oq, 1::), with

The validity of this approximation depends on B~1/2 be-
ing large. This is similar to Brown's (1982) condition for in-
evitability of a prediction region; intuitively, one requires the
slope to be large relative to statistical uncertainty. Simula-
tion suggests, however, that the approximation is remarkably
good even for moderate-sized ~. In practice, n will also be
moderate sized so that the two asymptotic approaches work

together.
If another estimator of ~ is available, such as is obtained

by pooling S with the residuals from the unknowns, an analo-
gous result is obtained by adjusting the denominator degrees
of freedom in the F -distribution, provided that this estimator
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the distributional result is now only approximate and depends
on E being small.

Next we consider replacing :1:0 by the conditional least
squares estimator xo to derive the distribution of a statis-
tic for discriminating between candidate calibration models.
In the simpler case where fJ is known, or estimated precisely,
we have the following.

THEOREM 2: Let E = m-lEo, where Eo is a positive
definite covariance matrix. Then, as m -..00, R ;:= [YO -

j(fJ,xo)]TE-l[yO -j(fJ,xo)] ~ (l/f)X~-r'

Finally, we consider how the above result is adapted to
allow for uncertainty in the parameter estimate 9. Letting

'{}jT(9,~' V /(}j(9,xo)"
{}fJT, jG=(~

~

where V is the estimated covariance of8, we have the follow-
ing for the situation of Theorem 2.

THEOREM 3: R* == {Yo -J(9,xO)]T(£--clE + G)-l[yO-
.'D 2

J(8,xo)] ---Xq-r'

The statistic R* again represents a normalized distance
from the response of an unknown to an estimated calibra-
tion model. It can be used as a diagnostic statistic to decide
whether an unknown sample belongs to the same popula-
tion as a set of calibration data, the population here being
{J(x) E Rq : x E R+r}. In the next section, we illustrate an
application of the above results to the problem of determining
the identity and concentration of contaminated environmental
samples by multiple immunoassay.

4.M~Jtiple Immunoassay -c

4:1Single:Un~~
Immunoassay is a form of chemical analysis that uses
antibodies to detect and quantitate a target compound or
analyte. A common model (Rodbard, 1981) for the response
Y at concentration x is

is still independent of Yo and B. If there are many additional
degrees of freedom, then the distribution of R* can be rea-
sonably approximated by X~-p'

To investigate the practical applicability of our asymptotic
result, simulation was used to generate empirical distribu-
tions for R* and R, and these were compared with postu-
lated distributions using the Kolmogorov-Smirnoff statistic
max IF(.) -F(.)I and the observed rates of exceedance of the
nominal 95th and 99th percentiles for various values of n,
q, p, and m. Williams's proposal for R* was compared with
ours and a large-n simplification R* '" X~-p; we also investi-
gated Brown and Sundberg's (1989) large-n asymptotic result
R '" (l/l)x~_p.

Full details of the simulation results are available in a tech-
nical report (Jones and Rocke, 1997). To summarize, Wil-
liams's proposal behaves poorly but expectedly less so as n
gets larger. Our approximation, on the other hand, performs
remarkably well even for small m (corresponding to large E):
if all the slope parameters are 0(1), the approximation is good
for m = 4. The large-n approximation to our result turns out
to be inadequate until n approaches 50 and then only for
small q. Brown and Sundberg's (1989) asymptotic result us-
ing R is not applicable when there is only a moderate amount
of training data.

3. Nonlinear Extensions
The general nonlinear multiresponse model (equation (1» is
very difficult to analyze since, unlike the linear case, estima-
tion of 9 cannot in general be separated from estimation of
E and 8 and S are not independent. Analogous results to the
linear case (equations (2) and (4» appear to be intractable
for the general nonlinear model. With appropriate regular-
ity conditions(cf.,~per ~dcWild,..1.989? pp. ~81-~), the
large-samplediSfuoufion of nlf~9 ::::(JJiS ~pt6ticanynor-
mal with zero mean and a covariance matrix that can be esti-
mated consistently from the data. However, using small-sigma
asymptotics, with E = m-lEo, the asymptotic covariance
matrix, Vo say, of ml/2(8 -9) cannot be estimated consis-
tently and neither can Eo.

However, because of our assumption (equation (1» that E
does not depend on j, the calibration data for each analyte
may be combined to give a pooled estimate of the variance.
If there are many replicated unknowns, this further increases
the degrees of freedom for S. Thus, the effective sample size
for the estimation of E will often be much larger than that
used in estimating 9. In such cases, we may treat Eo ~
known, in which case V 0 is consistently estimated by m V,
say, from the calibration data. The asymptotic distribution
of ml/2[/(8, :1;0) -/(9, :1;0)] is given via the delta method as
Nq(O, Go), where

8fT(8,xo)
88 ) v ( 8!(fJ,XO) )0 8fJTGo(xo) = (

~

( A-D )log Y = log B + D + f, (6)

1 + (x/C)

where f '"'" N(O, (12), the log transform being applied to correct
for heteroscedasticity and skewness.

It often happens that an antibody developed to bind
specifically to a particular target molecule will also bind,
perhaps less strongly, to similar molecules in the same
class of compounds. The s-triazine herbicides, e.g., are a
commonly used class of similar compounds, a number of
which have been finding their way into ground water and
may pose a human health hazard. Large-scale monitoring
requires an assay methodology that, like immunoassay, is
quick, precise, and cheap, but the development of completely
specific antibodies for each member of the class is extremely
costly and the subsequent monitoring of each by a different
assay inefficient and slow.

One alternative is to use a panel of less specific antibodies
to achieve simultaneous identification and quantitation. Our
example uses four antibodies to discriminate between eight
analytes. The format is such that standard concentrations of
each candidate analyte are assayed together with unknown
samples on a microtiter plate, as in Figure 2. One such

is consistently estimated by replacing fJ by iJ and V 0 by m V.
Writing the estimator of the variance of j(iJ, xo) as G, it is
easily seen that

R*(xo) == [Yo -j(iJ,xo)]T(e-1I; + G)-l
.V 2x [YO -j(fJ,xo)] --+ Xq, (5)

which gives a nonlinear equivalent of equation (2). However,
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2, we can see that each 8i is estimated using only
12 observations, but with 68 standard concentrations, 18
parameters, and 14 duplicated unknowns, there are 68 -18 +
14 = 64 d.£. for estimating each aT.

Now G is diagonal with ith element
/ '\ T / '

~ {}!i(XO)vi(~) =0";Gi =
ani

~

so that, provided the u~ are all small, we may apply Theorem
3 to get the approximate distributional result,

q " 2
R *='\:"""'(logYoi-logfi(xo» 2 (7)-L... 2 1 ' '" Xq-l.

i=l ui [I + Vi (XO)]

This statistic'can be calculated for each candidate analyte
j and referred to the chi-squared distribution. An example
is given in Table 1 from the results of a four-antibody
assay for eight triazine compounds. For the first sample,
containing 1.5 parts per billion (ppb) prometryne, the assay
procedure is unable to decide between prometon, prometryne,
and terbutryn-all three have response paths that come
reasonably close to the sample response. We can see, however,
that the estimated concentration of prometryne is quite
accurate. The second sample has a higher concentration of
the analyte, and now the identification is unambiguous, with
again a reasonably accurate estimate of concentration.

Simulation studies (Jones and Rocke, 1997) based on
real calibration curve parameters suggest that the rejection
rate for the true analyte is approximately correct using R*
but anticonservative using R. We have also used R* to

i~~te:t~,ec~rkablera.nge Ofan~~~rt~i-"witbin
which reasonably reliable identification can be achieved.

4.2 Mixture Analysis
If all the single-analyte identities for a given sample are found
to be inadequate (i.e., the sample response is too far away
from all the individual response paths), the obvious conclusion
would be that the sample contains a mixture of analytes.
The possibility of simple mixtures can now be investigated
using the immunoassay responses already obtained. The
extended four-parameter log-logistic model (Jones et al.,
1994) estimates the responses to a mixture x = (Xl,... ,Xr)T
of r analytes from the individual calibration curve parameters
as

Figure 2. Multianalyte ELI8A template for eight s-triazine
herbicides with standard concentrations 0.5-10 ppb (801-
804), 14 unknown samples (U01-U14), zeros (806), and
blanks (805).

plate is used with each antibody, giving a response vector
y with four components. Standard or calibration curves are
estimated for each analytejantibody combination using the
model in equation (6), and these can then be compared with
the responses of the unknowns. We assume that the maximum
and minimum binding parameters, A and D, respectively, and
the error variance, u2, are the same for each standard curve
on a given plate, so the analyte-specific parameters are Band
C. In the notation of the previous seetion&;.for &~ncentrationx of analyte j, --

where Viis the covariance matrix of the estimated parameters
of the jth standard curve on the ith plate. Referring to Figure

= 0.052, <74 = 0.123)

a(&.== 

0.049. if? = 0.072.
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(MLE) for nonlinear J(.). Clarke (1992) uses a profile like-
lihood method for the nonlinear case. A full maximum like-
lihood analysis would be extremely complex with multiple
unknowns, especially since the correct model for each is un-
known. One could use the solution from our procedure as
the starting point of a maximum likelihood analysis, perhaps
proceeding sequentially by adding each unknown to the ap-
propriate calibration set to reestimate the parameters, then
reapplying our procedure. Given, however, the discrete nature
of the decisions being made (choice of analyte), it is easy to
imagine such a system failing to converge.

Our approach has been to report all possible identities com-
patible with the data, i.e., for which R; is probabilistically
small. Using this approach, we can find the range of concen-
trations of each analyte for which reliable identification is pos-
sible. For example, from the results of Table 1, we see that our
immunoarray can distinguish prometryne at some concentra-
tions but not others. In some applications, it may be necessary
to make an unequivocal choice of identity, in which case one
would choose the smallest R;, but the error rate will be high
in cases where there is more than one plausible candidate. If
prior information is available on the likelihood of the different
analytes (e.g., application records in the herbicide example)
this could easily be incorporated into the analysis. If inter-
val estimates are required for the concentration in addition
to the list of plausible analytes, R*(xo) of equation (5) could
be used to determine a plausible range of concentrations for
each analyte. Perhaps here a full Bayesian analysis would be
preferable, with priors specified on the model parameters and
on Xo as well as on the candidate analytes themselves. This
is one direction of our future research in this area.

( A. -D. ))g(~} = log '
B; + Di + ~

l+x i

with

Bi; / B;r

x=~ (~ ))=1 G,)

,
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RESUME

Dans des experiences de calibration, une relation estimee en-
tre une information de type covariable pour un echantillon
et une reponse observee est utilisee pour inferer l'information
covariable pour des echantillons pour lesquelles elle n'est pas
connue 11. partir de leurs reponses. Dans certaines situations,
l'information covariable comprend une variable nominale (par
exemple, identite d'un corps chimique, sexe d'un animal) et
une variable 11. valeurs reelles (par exemple, concentration du
corps chimique, age de l'animal). Si la relation de calibration
peut etre estimee separement pour chaque identite potentielle,
la premiere etape dans l'analyse d'khantillons inconnus est de
determiner correctementleur identite. Une statistique de dis-
crimination est proposee pour traiter ce cas, et sa distribution
asymptotique est calculee. Le but de ce travail a ete motive
par la possibilite, en suivi de l'environnement, d'utiliser des
tests immunologiques multiples pour identifier et quantifier
des echantillons contamines, dans des situations ou il existe
plusieurs polluants potentiels qui interagissent significative-
ment dans des tests monofactoriels. Un exemple d'utilisation
est donne, avec un test utilisant quatre anticorps pour Ie suivi

where Hi is the geometric mean of the slope parameters.
If no single-analyte identity is found to be plausible for a

sample using the method of Section 4.1, we can next examine
the possibility of two-component mixtures. We again search
through the possible identities and test their plausibility using
R* as defined in Theorem 3, now with r = 2.

This procedure has been investigated using binary mix-
tures of 1 ppb of each of two analytes chosen from eight can-
didate triazine compounds. Samples containing binary mix-
tures of analytes are, as expected, more difficult to identify.
Often there were a number of possible identities for the sam-
ples, with the problem of confusion within subgroups being
compounded. Thus, e.g., a mixture of atrazine and prometon
might look like si~ineandteFbutryn oratFazine aOOpF?m~
tryne. In most cases, mixtures were clearly identified as such,
i.e., not as single analytes, although mixtures of prometon
and terbutryn or prometryne and terbutryn were incorrectly
classified as containing terbutryn only. Table 2 shows the ac-
ceptable results for a mixture of 1 ppb atrazine with 1 ppb
cynazine. There were 8 candidate analytes and thus 28 pos-
sible binary mixtures. The computer searches through all 28,
looking for acceptable solutions. There were three acceptable
solutions found, one being the correct identity.

5. Discussion

We have presented a statistic for discriminating between an-
alytes in multivariate calibration and have derived an ap-
proximating distribution using small-sigma asymptotics. This
statistic incorporates uncertainty in the estimated model pa-
rameters. In the nonlinear case, we have assumed a known co-
variance matrix, which in some applications is not altogether
unreasonable since it can he e"timated much more precisely
than can the individual model parameters. Extension to incor-
porate the uncertainty in the covariance does not here seem
to be as simple as merely substituting an F -distribution for a
c~i-squared, as is done in the linear case.

Our approach is based on the use of the classical or condi-
tipnalleast squares estimator for the unknown covariate xo.
Brown and Sundberg (1987) showed that, in the linear case,
the minimizer of equation (2) is actually the maximum like-
lihood estimator, but simulations suggest that this is not a
reliable way of getting the maximum likelihood estimation~
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simultane du niveau de plusieurs triazines (herbicides) com-
munement utilisees et de leurs derives dans des echantillons
d'eau.
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